Make your own
One-eyed Jake
Glue all the sheets onto lightweight card, and colour them in first before cutting them out. (Jake is
mottled brown with splodges of slime green.) It is also best to cut out the pieces when you need
them, and keep any indication letters attached until ready to use.
1. Cut out the base and fold over triangular tab A, gluing it flat onto the
upper side. Bend the legs forward along the dotted lines.
2. Cut out the haunches, and glue tabs B & C under to make two
shallow cone shapes. Glue tabs D & E under the base, and secure the
haunches together at the back with tab F.
3. Cut out the torso, and glue tabs G and H underneath. Then bring round
tab J and glue to the inside of the neck, securing the ribs to the body.
4. Cut out the abdomen and secure tab K underneath. Then glue tab L
under the base of the torso. Now tuck the top of the abdomen under the
ribs.
5. Cut out the chest panel, and curve tab M round, gluing it to
make a ring. Cut out the backplate and arms - folding them
forward. Now, bending along the dotted lines, fold tab N and O
over the top and bottom of the back and glue on the inside.
6. Cut out the head, and the jaw. Score down the dotted line on
the nose with the blunt edge of a knife, and pinch to form a
pronounced bridge. Cut the slots for tabs V and X. Glue tabs P
and Q to the back of the head. Bend the upper teeth forward.

7. Cut out and fold the ears along the dotted line, before gluing the front and
back together. Now glue the ears to the sides of the head. Cut out the eyeball
(labelled T) and stick to the head. Cut out the jaw, fold up the teeth, and push
down the chin tuft along the dotted lines. Cut out triangle U (shaded), and
push tab V through the top of the head before gluing flat.
8. Cut out the tail, (curl however you want), and glue tab W under the base.
Now cut out the eye-patch and push and glue tab X through the slot on the
side of the head. Fold and tuck tab Y under the cheek. Now glue the torso to
the base, slot the chest over the torso, and push the neck through the
triangular hole under the jaw. WARNING - One-eyed Jake is dangerous!
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